Numerical Simulation of Closing Process of Shuttle Check Valve
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Abstract: For studying the kinetic characteristics of passive shuttle check valve at the moment that it closes its valve core on the condition of high pressure differences, this paper first constructs the equation of motion of the valve core and two-dimensional geometrical model by using computation fluid dynamics method, then with the help of the calculation method and physical model provided by Fluent software, employing the dynamic mesh and user-defined functions, simulates the unsteady flow in the valve core’s closing process under the different pressure fluctuations, and obtains the stress nephogram, the velocity vector diagram, the speed curve, and pressure curve of the interior flow field of the valve. The results show that the bigger the value of valve fluctuation is, the larger the fluid pressure that the valve core is subjected to, the openness of the core and the speed fluctuation of the core are, and that in the case of sudden decompression at the entrance, the core can be shut down quickly with the steady speed field and pressure field. The simulation results are conducive to the design and optimization of structure parameter of shuttle check valve.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The shuttle check valve invented by Zeng Xiangwei can automatically open and close itself under the control of the energy of the pipeline system, needing no extra power or control. The shuttle check valve can be closed safely and quickly in a relatively small back pressure due to its reasonable structure [1], and it now has been used in tens of large chemical plants and oil plants in China. In recent years, many researchers have been studying the shuttle check valve [2-6]. Li Liangchao [7] finished the numerical simulation of the opening process of shuttle valves; Chen Kun [8] analyzed the characteristic of the water attack in the shuttle valve pipe system; Ren Yuxin [9] simulated the noise-reduction feature of the shuttle valve. Yet few studies on the valve core’s activity during the closing process of shuttle valve under the fluctuant pressure have come out. Simulation of the valve has been developed from the steady simulation at a certain opening degree to the non-steady simulation under a certain motion law. Therefore, it is necessary to study the impact of the pressure differences between the inlet and the outlet upon the closing process of the valve. The paper simulates the motion of the valve clack during the valve closing; provides the reference to the design of the structure parameter of the shuttle check valve and optimization.

2. STRUCTURE OF SHUTTLE CHECK VALVE

The structure of shuttle check valve is shown in Fig. (1). The outside is the valve body and the inside is the spool, and a spring is placed in the rear of valve spool for pre-tightening. When medium flows into the left side of the picture, and the fluid’s pressure on the spool is larger than the pressure of the spring and fluid from the right on the spool, the valve will move towards the right, and consequently valve is opened and the fluid will flow from the left to the right. When the pressure of the fluid from the left is less than the pressure of the fluid from the right and the spring’s acting force, the spool will move to the left and consequently the valve is closed and backflow is prevented. Because the closing results from the spring’s force and the pressure differences of both sides, therefore, the shuttle check valve can act as non-return function even in the case of the lowest backpressure [10]. Functionally speaking, the shuttle check valve can function as opening and closing, throttling, damping, and amplify regulator and controller.
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The model of shuttle check valve and size are as Fig. (2) shows, the left side is the entry of the fluid (in the model the inlet diameter is 80 mm), the right side is the outlet of the valve (the outlet diameter is 92 mm), the total length of the valve is 180 mm.

3. BOUNDARY CONDITION AND PARAMETERS

The mimetic shuttle check valve is the simplified version of the real one. The structure is completely axisymmetric, so it is feasible to build only half of it when building the geometric model with Gambit, and shape the whole part by symmetrical method. The check valve controls the final route through the valve seat; meanwhile the valve seat can direct the valve spool to move along horizontal axis. The simplified shuttle valve is as Fig. (3), considering the spool may appear cavitations if part of the inside have negative pressure during the moving process, the medium of the simulation is often the water of normal temperature or water vapor. The numerical simulation of the closing process of the shuttle valve is done under the condition of the pressure differences between the outlet and inlet being 0.4 MPa, and the elastic coefficient 6000 N/m.

Because it is dynamic simulation, triangular unstructured grid is chosen. The grids on the spool’s left side and the tangent part of the valve body are intensified while the ones in other parts are loose. The total number of the grids is 39119.

The dynamic simulation of the closing process of shuttle valve is the dynamic simulation of the valve spool’s whole process from closing to complete opening. In the simulation, standard k-ε model is used as turbulence model, and SIMPLE arithmetic is used in the coupling of speed and pressure.

4. CALCULATION MODEL AND PARTITION OF DYNAMIC MESH

Dynamic mesh is controlled by the motion equation of the spool shown as formula 1 which is controlled by Newton’s second law.

$$m \frac{d^2x}{dt^2} = \int_A p \, dA - F_t - f$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

In the formula 1, $m$ is the mass of the valve spool; $F_t$ is the spring force $F_t = k \Delta x$; $f$ is the friction force, which can be ignored; $p_i$ is the fluid pressure received by the valve spool in the $x$ direction; $A$ is the area of the valve spool.

With dynamic mesh technique, flux $\Phi$, within the arbitrary control volume $V$, its boundary conditions are dynamic, whose conservation equation general formula is:

$$\frac{d}{dt} \int_V \rho \, \Phi \, dV + \int_{\partial V} \rho \, \Phi (u - u_s) \cdot dA = \int_{\partial V} \Gamma \nabla \Phi \cdot dA + \int_S \Phi \, dV$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the formula 2, $\rho$ is the fluid density, $u$ is the fluid velocity vector: $u_s$ is grid’s strain rate of the dynamic mesh, $\Gamma$ is the diffusion coefficient, $S_r$ is the source item of flux $\Phi$; $\partial V$ is the boundary. The first item can be obtained by formula 3.

$$\frac{d}{dt} \int_V \rho \, \Phi \, dV = \left( \rho \, \Phi \, dV \right)^n - \left( \rho \, \Phi \, dV \right)^{n+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the formula, $n$ and $n+1$ represents the present time and the next time point. $V^{n+1}$ can be obtained by formula 4:

$$V^{n+1} = V^n + \frac{dV}{dt} \Delta t$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the formula, $\frac{dV}{dt}$ is time derivative of control unit, $\frac{dV}{dt}$ can be obtained by formula 5:

$$\frac{dV}{dt} = \int_{\partial V} u_s \cdot dA = \sum_j u_s \, A_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In the formula, $u_s$ is the area of control body, $A_j$ is the superficial area of j side, $u_s \cdot A_j$ is the dot of the control volume, it can be counted by formula 6.

$$u_s \cdot A_j = \frac{\delta V_j}{\Delta t}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)
In the formula, $\delta V_j$ is the change of the volume caused by the swelling of side during the overall time step $\Delta t$.

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

In the shuttle valve’s working process, the pressure of the entry always fluctuates and even disappears suddenly for the sake of production or accidents. Therefore, it is necessary for guaranteeing the safety and stability of the shuttle to analyze in detail the shuttle valve’s working process. Here, the pressure between the inlet and outlet is 4000 Pa; the elastic coefficient is 6000 N/m. The dynamic simulation of the closing process of the shuttle valve is done.

5.1. Speed Vector Diagram and Pressure Field Diagram

With the pressure difference of the outlet and inlet being 0 Pa, the valve spool will move towards the inlet under the force of the spring, and therefore the valve is closed. Therefore, in simulating the shuttle valve’s closing process, when it open to a steady moment, (here 0.5 s), change the pressure difference of the outlet and inlet as 0 Pa, and then make a dynamic simulation of it.

Comparing Fig. (4) with Fig. (5), we can see that the speed in the inlet keeps decreasing until it reaches the speed of 0 m/s during the closing process. In the closing processing, the maximum bands velocity along the valve wall is decreasing and the speed value is decreasing too. On the contrary, the speed around the valve rod keeps increasing, which results from the backflow of the fluid on the right. During the closing, the right side of the valve spool will appear the blank area of flow rate, whose area keeps increasing as well, arising from the impact of the backflow.

![Fig. (4). Velocity vector in shuttle valve in the stable.](image URL)

From Figs. (6, 7), it is easy to find then the pressure in the inlet disappear suddenly, the pressure distribution of the left side of the valve spool at the 0.002 s is basically returning to the previous state before decompression. And then the pressure distribution of the left side of the valve increases first and decrease until it comes to close. In the short period of decompression, the pressure distribution of the right side increases greatly, because the pressure around the valve rod increases greatly. At the 0.002 s the pressure distribution of the right side of the valve spool can resume to the previous state before decompression, and the pressure value of the outlet become larger. After 0.002 s, the pressure values of both sides of the valve rod are relatively small; the pressure value of the area between the end of the valve rod and the outlet is relatively large.

![Fig. (5). Pressure contour in shuttle check valve in the stable.](image URL)

5.2. The Numerical Analysis of Simulation of the Closing Process

The curve of valve spool by fluid pressure in shuttle check valve during closing process is as Fig. (8). At the 0.5 s, the pressure in the entry suddenly decreases to 0 Pa. From Fig. (8), we can see the pressure of the valve spool 0.001 s after the decompression abruptly decreases to -726.42 N (This results from the sudden disappearing of the pressure of the inlet); at 0.002 s after decompression it returns to 123.66 N; and at later phases the fluid pressure of the valve spool decreases steadily to 0 N.

The Shuttle valve spool’s displacement cure during the closing process is as Fig. (9). At the moment 0.5 s, the pressure of the inlet disappears suddenly and the spool move towards the inlet with the speed increasing and then decreasing until its total close. Make a numerical simulation of the closing process, on the moment of 0.38 s, the opening degree of the valve spool appear negative value, because there is 1 mm space between the spool and the body for the sake of division of grids in the modeling of the shuttle valve.

The curve of velocity vectors of valve spool in the shuttle check valve during the closing process is as Fig. (10) shows. From the curve we can see the valve spool’s speed are negative during the closing process of the shuttle valve. As time goes on, the speed of valve spool keeps increasing; after the maximum absolute speed -0.99 m/s, the speed of valve spool decreases.
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Fig. (6). Velocity vectors in shuttle check valve during closing process at different times.

Fig. (7). Pressure contour in shuttle check valve during closing process at different times.
In the closing process, the speed of valve spool increases to the maximum, and then decreases until it’s closed. Before the valve is closed, the spool is in a dynamic equilibrium system. Both the force acting on the spool and the distribution of velocity are even. The pressure of the flow field is stable so as to ensure the steady movement of the spool during the closing process, thus effectively avoiding the phenomena of the vibration, heating, cavitations, and guaranteeing the stability and safety of the shuttle valve in work.

5.3. The Impact of Pressure Fluctuation on Dynamic Features

To simulate the work of valve spool after its inlet pressure fluctuation becomes stable, change the pressure of the inlet and outlet at 0.48 s, making the inlet pressure fluctuation (increase 5000 Pa, 1000 Pa separately). After 0.01 s fluctuation, the inlet pressure resumes to the original 40000 Pa. Figs. (11-13) are separately the pressure curve of the valve spool under different pressure fluctuation, its displacement curve and curve speed comparison diagrams.

The curve of valve spool by fluid pressure in different pressure fluctuation is as Fig. (11). When the pressure fluctuation is 5000 Pa, the fluid pressure of the spool will resume its balance at 0.695 s, and the fluid pressure of spool will resume to 142 N as well. When the pressure fluctuation is 10000 Pa, the fluid pressure of the spool will resume its balance at 0.715 s, and the fluid pressure of spool will resume to 142 N as well. From this we can see the more the pressure fluctuation is, the more the fluid pressure of the valve spool will be, and will achieve pressure stability in the long time after the pressure recovery. While after the balance, the pressure of the spool will all return to the value before the fluctuation.

The displacement curve of valve spool in different pressure fluctuation is as Fig. (12). When the pressure is 5000 pa, the displacement of spool will change to 23.32 mm; when the pressure is 10000 pa, spool’s displacement will be...
24.55 at most. Here we can see, the bigger the pressure fluctuation is, and the bigger the valve spool’s displacement will be. From the figure, we can also tell in the case of big pressure fluctuation, the openness of valve spool will be more quickly changed (including the speed of displacement reduction). But when the valve spool resume to its balance, the openness will resume to the value before the fluctuation.

CONCLUSION

The paper does a numerical simulation of the closing process of the shuttle valve spool when it meets pressure fluctuation and the decompression happens in the entrance of the shuttle valve. So conclusions are as follows:

1. In the closing process of the shuttle valve, the spool gets its force evenly, the velocity distribution are even, pressure of flow field is stable, ensuring the steady movement of shuttle valve spool in the closing process. Thus the phenomena of vibration, heating, cavitations in relation to valve spool can be effectively reduced, guaranteeing the stability and safety of shuttle valve in the pipeline transportation and improves the working life of the shuttle valve.

2. The bigger the pressure fluctuation is, the bigger the fluid pressure fluctuation of the valve spool will be, and reach the pressure steadiness again in a longer period when the pressure is resumed.

3. Relying on the pressure difference of directions forward and reverse, passive shuttle valve pushes shuttle spool to make a shift between opening and closing, safely realize its opening or closing. It can be proved with simulation that passive shuttle check valve receives little damage, the closing process is done quickly and stably with no shock, the spool can steadily match the valve seat, achieving good sealing. Passive shuttle check water-proof valve can reduce the water’s pressure to the minimum, making the pressure pipeline system safe and reliable, and can serve as damping and denoising function.
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